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– continued from Newsletter No 595 people have been killed and their human rights taken
‘Fortunately’, he continues, ‘the question of Palestine
away. The true face of the colonists is revealed. The US
has come out of innocence and now the people of the
administration does not change with a change in
world are aware of Palestine. … resistance to Zionist
president … they complete what was not completed b
by
regime is the only way to save Palestine … from Zionist
the previous administration. … I said this at the UN –
bullies who are bullies of nature that don’t understand
the US has a thousand military bases in the world. They
logic. They have been created to be bullies … Zionists
should be closed … its arrogance is numbered … the era
aggressive, to attack, to intimidate. It is alive as long
of dominating other countries is over … media
as it is aggressive .. it is like cancer take it out and
dominance is no longer effective because tthere is a
something remains …no, if one Zionist cell remains in
wave of human awakening and people are seeking
Palestine the root cause of threats and assassinations
values – dignity and justice. The period of imposing
will remain’.
policies through bullying is over. The nations of the
‘The solution’, he says, ‘has been expounded by the
world are determining the fate of the world. The Zionist
Supreme Leader, very simple. If supporters of the
regime has outlived its usefulness and now has no use
Zionist regime want to solve the Palestinian problem,
for its European masters. It is like a worn
worn-out car that
then anybody should get back to his or her homeland.
you push all the time. The best is if the Zionist regime
Promises were made to wretched people in far-off
far
lands
supporters dismantle it and rid it of its existence. If
of houses and this displaced the Palestinians from their
they don’t listen ti this friendly piece of advice, then the
own homes … The right to Palestinian
tinian sovereignty
hand off God will come out of the sleeve of freedom
freedomshould be recognised because Palestine has existed for
loving peoples and burry it … the people of Iran will be
a thousand years’.
on the side of Palestine until the end. The world should
At this point the President is handed a note, which he
know the Zionist regime is finished – Palestine forever.’
reveals states: ‘Stop lecturing us!’
Then a thunderous applause and standing ovation
Dr Ahmadinejad responds: ‘I’m a teacher – but I’m
greets the President as he concludes his speech. There
just a student here. You are my masters.’
is the usual milling around the President as individuals
This man shows humility and no wonder, his own family
jostle to get to him and seek his presence and counsel.
is still in-tact,
tact, and hence normal impulses are set on
It’s good to see how approachable the President still is
compromise and not based on the Talmudic win-lose
win
– and this with only 17
7 months left of his second
death dialectic.
presidency period.
He continues: ‘If we recognise the rights of the
Palestinians, then there is no two-state
state solution. Local

____________________________________
Before, during and after the conference – meeting with friends
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… above, left of me, Mr Mostafa Afzalzadeh who has more energy than anyone I know in such a job
job…

The get-together, before,, during & after the conference with Mr Vahid Mardaneh, Mr Nader Talebzadeh
and Prof Rashid ben Issa – and back-to-work…

Explaining the three pillars on which the Holocaust-Shoah
Holocaust
myth rests – and the lies accompanying it
get bigger every day & the story keeps on changing…..
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Mr Nader Talebzadeh and Professor Foad Izadi look on as I present a cautious tale … are they smirking
at me, or do I feel persecuted? How could I entertain such negative thoughts in a country where I can
speak freely about such matters.
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A possible creative impulse may emerge through this archway, Insha’Allah!

_______________________________
Besprechung mit Dr. Ramin
General Sekretär, Holocaust Committee – Teheran, I R Iran
Heiliger Quran: Gott ist mit den Standhaften
*

Meeting with Dr Ramin
Secretary General, Holocaust Committee – Teheran, I R Iran
Holy Quran: God is with the Steadfast
*
Liebe/Dears
Hiermit mein Bericht ueber unser Treffen - Herewith my report on our meeting.
1. Diese 65 Jahre alte Geschichte des Holocaust wurde
zu einem grossen Tabu. Es ist nicht möglich, dass ein
einziges Land mit seinen eigenen Schwierigkeiten,
dieses Problem alleine oder in kurzer Zeit bewältigen
kann.
This 65-year-old Holocaust story developed into a huge
taboo. It is not possible for any country that faces its
own unrelated difficulties, in the immediate future alone
to solve this problem.
2. Eine Bewegung die diese Holocaust und Zweiten
Weltkrieg Geschichte zu lösen gedenkt braucht Energie,
Planung, Geduld, Standhaftigkeit und Ausdauer.
Zugleich ist Zuversicht und Vorsicht notwendig, sowie
Voraussicht bei der Planung. Wichtig ist einen
realistischen Zeitplan aufzustellen der Schritt für Schritt
klarstellt wer was, und zu welchem Zeitpunkt
fertigstellt, und dann einen Treffpunkt vereinbart um zu
einem gemeinsamen Beschluß zu kommen.

A movement that wishes to solve problems related to
Holocaust and World War Two history needs energy,
planning, patience, steadfastness and endurance. At
the same time strategic planning requires trust and
caution, as well as prudence. Important is to develop a
realistic time-line for a plan that details who does what
and when something is to be done, then organise a
meeting where such plans are adopted.
3. Dr Ramin sieht unsere Arbeit als Verschiedenartig
und Vielfältig und es wird nicht leicht sein dieses Gebiet
zu harmonisieren. Darum ist ja Standhaftigkeit
geboten.
Dr Ramin regards our work to be differentiated and
manifold and it will not be easy to harmonise this field.
Hence the need to be steadfast in our endeavours.
4. Die Iranische Islamische Regierung steht für
Gerechtigkeit für alle Menschen in der Welt, und setzt
sich gegen jegliche Besatzung eines Landes ein, wie
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z.B. Deutschland, oder die Zionistische Unterjochung
der USA bzw. England. Aber das muß mit Vernunft
geschehen und nicht durch leere Parolen.

schlägt vor als Ziel eine Konferenz zu gestalten welches
das Problem der 9/11 Tragik und Holocaust
ausgearbeitet werden könnte.

The Iranian Islamic government supports justice for all
peoples of the world and is opposed to any occupation
of nations as for example the Zionist occupation of
Germany, the USA and Britain. But this liberation
struggle has to occur through the use of reason and not
through empty rhetoric.

Dr Ramin is pleased to receive from you firm and
realistic suggestions, and sends his kindest regards to
each one of you. It is obvious that Dr Christian Lindtner
is still a welcomed member of the committee.
8. Dr Ramins Email ist emamat.adl@gmail.com und er
erinnert Mitglieder daß das ‘adl’ in der Emailaddresse
Farsi für Gerechtigkeit ist.

5. Das grösste Problem ist die Unwissenheit der
Bevölkerung. Wir müssen versuchen die Menschen mit
der Wahrheit und den Tatsachen aufzuklären und ihr
Bewusstsein förden. Das ist unsere Aufgabe.
The largest problem is the lack of awareness within the
populace. Through factual and truthful arguments we
can enlighten their awareness. That is our task.

Dr Ramin’s email is emamat.adl@gmail.com, and he
reminds members that the ‘adl’ in the email address is
Farsi for ‘Justice’.
Fredrick Töben – Töben@toben.biz
Teheran Mittwoch 5. Oktober 2011 - 15.45 Uhr
Wednesday 5 October 2011 – 3.15pm

6. Herr Dr Ramin sagt seine Ansichten sind gleich wie
vor fünf oder 35 Jahren, aber die Situationed ändern
sich. Jedoch nicht alle sind sich des Problems bewußt,
und auch im Iran in dieser Hinsicht Holocaust
Aufklärung zu betreiben ist keine leichte Aufgabe.
Dr Ramin advises his views are the same as those he
held five years ago, or even 35 years ago, but
situations change. Not all are aware of this problem,
and even in Iran it is not an easy task to actively
propagate this clarification of Holocaust.
7. Herr Ramin bittet um Ihre festen und realistischen
Vorschläge und grüßt jeden Einzelnen von ganzem
Herzen. Natürlich ist Herr Dr Christian Lindtner immer
noch als Mitglied des Kommittes willkommen. Dr Ramin

With Dr Ramin, I am taking notes…

_____________________________
My brief 5-minute interview on PRESS TV 6 Ocotber 2011
http://presstv.com/detail/203140.html

On the eve of the 10th anniversary of the US-led invasion of Afghanistan, thousands
of Afghans staged a rally in Kabul to protest the occupation of their country.

Centre right, Mrs Marzieh Hashemi and assistant at the Internet TV Station www.nasrtv.com , then afterwards to
PRESS TV’s studios for that brief interview, below.

*
The protesters condemned the US forces for killing
innocent civilians and supporting the Taliban and alQaeda. They also demanded an immediate withdrawal
of the foreign troops from Afghanistan.

The US and its allies including Britain invaded
Afghanistan in 2001 in the wake of the 9/11 attacks.
Press TV has conducted an exclusive interview with
Fredrick Töben, an Australian author and political
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commentator, to talk about the consequences of the
think that we are going to be seeing more of these
invasion for the Afghan people and the world at large.
types of actions?
Press TV: Ten years on now and the anniversary of the
Töben: I think the concept truth is reemerging where
invasion of the US-led forces in Afghanistan, what has
people are saying we are listening to politicians, for
been accomplished in your perspective?
example, the US Congress and all we hear is lies and
Töben: I think what has been achieved is a downfall of
we get deception; we are deceived and therefore they
an order that was established at the end of the Second
were asking questions through the Internet. The
World War and America and its allies tried to develop a
ordinary person says or knows that a lie has been told
framework that would see them through into the 21st
which was initially admitted with the weapons of mass
centur; they called it the 'New World Order'. This is now
destruction; then you go back to 9/11 and you realize
breaking down because the system that they have
that it is a story that is a total lie because no building
established is inherently predatory and it is destructive
self-implodes like that, and we then have to ask more
under the guise of freedom and democracy; it robs and
questions and you will find that the legal mechanism
plunders countries for its own benefit.
will now tighten in America. It will tighten on free
Press TV: One of the main excuses for the war was the
expression – America prides itself on its first
9/11 attacks. Do you think the world now ten years on
amendment, it will now be free expression split into
still believe and if ever believe that it was right for the
free speech and hate speech and anyone who opposes
United States to go in there because of the 9/11
the current American political ideology will be labeled a
attacks? Do you think that we are seeing a shift in the
hater. There is an academic in America who is already
perspective of people at this point in time or not?
starting a new academic program called 'hate crimes'.
Töben: I think so because initially the 9/11 event was
This is a nonsense. A crime is a crime.
built with an overarching body of lies that the ordinary
Press TV: So you think that by trying to divide that,
person really did not care about because they had to
they are actually trying to find a way to control speech?
continue living, and in all countries even in Australia or
Töben: In fact, they will try to survive bring that
Europe or America most people are far too busy making
system that emerged out of the Second World War
a living. They cannot really get into the nitty-gritty of
conflict into safety. But I sense that with the impulse
things and now this has unraveled where the banks, for
from Africa and the Middle East, this will break down
example, the economic factor is impacting on the
because we will be focusing then also on what is
ideological, and the result is where people are saying
happening in Palestine; we will bring in the elements of
enough is enough.
historical studies such as the Holocaust and then we
Press TV: So at this point in time, do you think that
realize that the left-right wing divide is not really
people are starting around the world who feel the
important. What is important is the national and
pressure in their pockets that will actually bring them
international divides. All over the world, there are small
more towards activism? Where do you see this going?
countries practicing outright nationalism but they are
We have mass demonstrations in Europe, besides of
all beholden internationally to the monetary system, to
course Middle East and Africa, and now the
the IMF and the World Bank.
demonstrations starting in the United States. Do you
MSK/MN/MGH
_________________________________________
… and then it’s time to go home again…

Two Air Iran pilots on a refresher course sit in the seats next to me – and sleep during the 8-hour night flight from
Teheran to Kuala Lumpur. I was invited to the flight deck and security had no problems in my making such a visit!

________________________________________
… and back home where more controversy awaits me …

From: Per Nordin pernordin86@hotmail.com
Sent: Thursday, 20 October 2011 7:01 AM
To: carolyn@carolynyeager.com; bsmith@prodigy.net.mx; hoaxbuster@earthlink.net; toben@toben.biz
Subject: Professor Faurisson Needs YOUR Help!
Hello.
"Professor Faurisson Needs YOUR Help!": http://holocaustdenialischutzpah.blogspot.com/2011/10/professorfaurisson-needs-your-help.html Maybe you can help him? You can write comments on the blog if you want to. Let’s
have a open debate about this.

Best regards - Per Nordin

___________
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From: Fredrick Toben toben@toben.biz
Date: Wed, Oct 19, 2011 at 7:28 PM
Thanks for this information.
1. Unfortunately Dr Lindtner is approaching the matter quite deceptively because it is not for Professor Faurisson
to prove anything at all. He has merely taken claims made by Holocaust believers, evaluated them, found them
wanting, then asked them to re-do their homework again and come up with the proof of claims made by a host of
Holocaust survivors and believers.
2. Perhaps Dr Lindtner, who now has become a Holocaust believer, can provide the evidence for the two critical
points listed at:
http://holocaustdenialischutzpah.blogspot.com/2011/10/professor-faurisson-needs-your-help.html
a. ‘Neither here nor elsewhere did there exist any order to kill the Jews’ – Where is the written order that began
the claimed ‘systematic extermination of European Jewry’?
Does Dr Lindtner not recall how Prof Raoul Hilberg in his 1965 edition of The Destruction of European Jewry
mention two written Hitler orders, then under cross-examination at the 1985 Toronto Zündel trial claimed such
written orders did not exist? Dr Lindtner is well aware that this began the shift away from Hitler towards Himmler
being the culprit of the originating impulse – and the story AGAIN changed, much like the Ptolemaian circleswithin-circles to save the perfection of the assumed circular planetary motion instead of adopting its elliptical
factuality!
b. ‘Show me or draw me a Nazi gas chamber?’ – Where is the murder weapon? I raised this basic and now wellworn point with Dr Lindtner during our brief discussion at Teheran in 2006. It’s not for Faurisson to prove anything
but rather for the Holocaust believers to provide the evidence. Then recall that van Pelt and Dwork in their 1996
written book, Auschwitz: From 1270 to the present, de-commissioned Krema I, which they claimed was a symbolic
representation of the real homicidal gas chamber found at Krema II.
3. As a late believer in the Holocaust it is Dr Lindtner who needs to prove these three assertions that make up the
Holocaust: 1. Six million Jews 2. Systematically exterminated 3. In homicidal gas chambers.
4. Remember, since the 1985 and 1988 Zündel Toronto trials no court case emerged where these matters were
canvassed in open court. From the fiasco experienced by the Holocaust believers in these court cases - when it
was still possible to examine the truth-content of statements made in court – in subsequent court proceedings it
became a matter of protecting hurt feelings of those who made Holocaust-believing allegations, and so the truthcontent of an assertion/allegation was no defence anymore.
5. Subsequent legal proceedings moved into watered-down defamation action where any Holocaust questioner is
legally not accorded due process but is abused and defamed using the following concepts: hater, Holocaust denier,
anti-Semite, racist, Nazi, xenophobe, and now even terrorist.
6. So, anyone who believes in the Holocaust-Shoah, and is now offended by those who question or refuse to
believe in the official narrative. But of necessity such believers, as Dr Lindtner has now become needs to come up
with the goods on such matters and prove their claims/belief.
7. But remember, in Germany, Austria, Poland and other countries it is illegal to DOUBT the official HolocaustShoah narrative because it OFFENDS those who believe in it. Then in some countries the Holocaust narrative is
falsely protected under racial discrimination legislation where things Jewish are regarded as religious and racial
matters while Christian and Muslim matters do not enjoy such legal protection. I wonder if Dr Lindtner is now
attempting to ensnare Revisionists to make statements that are actionable in a court of law?
Cheers
Fredrick Töben
20 October 2011 – Adelaide Australia

__________________________
Please Note
On the night before my departure from Teheran, on 8 October 2011, I met a group of senior USA, New
York, citizens staying in Laleh International Hotel. Most of them were married couples, and the group
was about to depart for home around 3AM.
One gentleman declared quite openly they were on an ‘independent fact-finding mission in Iran …
because AIPAC and other Zionist groups have too much influence on US foreign policy. We are very
well informed citizens and we’re looking at the situation here in Iran’, he exclaimed almost proudly.
I did not have to say anything in response except to hope, Insha’Allah, that these US citizens of
independent means can effect a political change in the once great US of A.
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ISLAM’S CREATIVITY & BEATY, above; JUDAISM’S DESTRUCTION
DESTRUCTION & DEATH, below -
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